1984–1996 Hood Adjustment Procedure

Conditions of a misadjusted hood:
1. When the hood release handle is pulled, one or both sides do not pop up.
   Reasons for the hood not popping up:
   A. Weak gas struts or gas hood prop.
   B. Release cable out of adjustment. There should be about 1/8” gap between the release arm on the receiving latch assembly and the receiving latch plate. To adjust the cable loosen the plastic 9/16” nut on the cable at the latch and turn the sleeve.
   C. Hood striker not aligned to receiving latch.

2. When closing the hood only one side or both sides will not latch shut.
   Hood closing test:
   Hold the hood as close to the center as possible. While holding the hood about 18” above the closed position; release it and allow it to drop. This is the recommended procedure for closing the Corvette hood and this hood closing test is performed on every Corvette at the assembly plant.

3. Wide gap between the door and the hood. The hood should be flush with the door edge.
   Hood installation sequence in the Corvette assembly plant:
   A. The doors are installed and fit to the body.
   B. The hood is then installed and fit to the doors.
   C. When the car enters the trim line the front bumper is then fit to the hood.

Hood adjustment procedure:
1. The hood's too high or too low in the rear.
   A. Loosen the striker spring 1 1/2” nut.
   B. Using a flat screwdriver turn the striker clockwise to lower the hood and counter-clockwise to raise the hood.
   C. Re-tighten the striker nut and close the hood to check the height. Note: Whenever you adjust the striker you may have to lengthen or shorten the rubber bumper stop.

2. The hood will not latch on one or both sides.
   A. Open the hood and lower the hood until the hood is resting in the down position, but not latched.
   B. Go to the side that won't latch and push down on the hood. You should feel the hood go into the receiving latch opening. If you feel it rubbing on one side, the striker plate assembly needs adjusting.

Adjusting the striker plate:
   A. On early C4's with the rubber bumper stop on the car's body, you will have to loosen, don't remove, the three 13mm headed bolts holding the bracket. The striker spring is attached to the plate. It is not necessary to loosen it. (Figure 1)
   B. When the plate bolts are loosened, the plate will move in both directions.
   C. Lower the hood and push the hood striker down into the receiving latch; but, don't latch it. With the hood pushed down, place your hand under the edge of the hood and hold the striker plate. (Figure 2) Raise the hood and re-tighten the 13 mm bolts. The paint marks will show how much the striker was out of position.
D. Do the hood-drop test. The hood should latch properly. You may have to do this to both sides of the hood.

On later C4 Corvettes the bumper stop is on the hood striker plate. To adjust the stop and striker plate loosen the 15 mm nut holding the bumper stud to the striker plate. (Figure 2)

Tip #1 – If the front bumper gap is too close, too low, too high, or too wide, it is a bumper adjustment issue, not a hood adjustment problem.

Tip #2 – If the hood on an 1988 or later does not pop up, or is heavy when opening, check for weak gas-filled hood prop.

Tip #3 – The gas charged assist struts used on 1984 through early 1988 Corvettes can be installed and the hood will open a lot easier. If the 1988 through early 1988 car's hood is heavy while opening, these gas assist struts need replaced.